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ABSTRACT
This article studies the optimal control of batching equipment in the poultry processing industry.
The problem is to determine a control policy that maximizes the long-term average revenue while
achieving a target throughput. This problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).
The developed MDP model captures the unique characteristics of poultry processing operations,
such as, the trade-off between giveaway and throughput. Structural properties of the optimal pol-
icy are derived for small-sized problems where batching equipment utilizes a single bin. Since the
MDP model is numerically intractable for industry-sized problems, we propose a heuristic index
policy with a Dynamic Rejection Threshold (DRT). The DRT heuristic is constructed based on the
salient characteristics of the problem setting and is easy to implement in practice. Numerical
experiments demonstrate that DRT performs well. We present an industry case study where DRT
is benchmarked against current practice, which shows that the expected revenue can be poten-
tially increased by over 2% (yielding an additional revenue between 750,000 and 2,270,000 Euros
per year) through the use of DRT.
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1. Introduction

Global poultry meat consumption is projected to grow in
the foreseeable future (OECD, 2017), as shown in Figure 1.
Especially emerging markets such as Brazil, Russia, India,
China, and South-Africa (BRICS) contribute to this pro-
jected growth. In more developed markets such as Europe
or the United States, the demand for poultry products is
saturated, which has led to increased pressure on the profit
margins. However, retailers are large and powerful, and are
able to put much of this pressure on their suppliers instead
(Manning and Baines, 2004). Consequently, poultry process-
ing plants experience increasing financial challenges, forcing
them to explore new avenues for cost reduction in order to
remain competitive. In this article, we consider the perspec-
tive of a poultry processing plant that faces demand from
retailers, and aims to maximize their revenue through novel
production control policies.

Farmers breed broilers before delivering them to poultry
processing plants. At these plants, broilers are processed into
a variety of final products (e.g., fillets, legs or wings). A proc-
essing plant using high-end equipment is typically capable of
processing 15,000 broilers per hour for 16 hours per day. Each
broiler can be sold as whole or processed into different parts,
and packaged according to customer demand. The majority of
demand comes from retailers, who impose a strict daily target
throughput on poultry processing plants, i.e., they require a
minimum amount of products produced per day. In addition,

retailers require that each delivered (retail) batch contains a
pre-specified target weight and pay a fixed price per batch of
products. Additional weight over this target weight is not paid
for, and is called giveaway. These retail batches are the pack-
aged products one can purchase at supermarkets. The remain-
ing demand comes from customers such as restaurant chains,
who impose no target throughput. Such customers order large
batches of products (bulk batch) rather than retail batches.
Processing plants are paid for all weight in a bulk batch (i.e.,
no giveaway), although the price per unit weight of a bulk
batch is lower compared with a retail batch.

Batchers are machines used to produce retail batches.
Figure 2(a) shows a grader, which is a batcher typically used
in poultry processing plants. A schematic overview of this
machine is shown in Figure 2(b). Each item arriving on the
conveyor is weighed and placed in one of the available bins
or rejected. A grader producing retail batches is allowed to
reject items and send them to a downstream process that
produces bulk batches. For practitioners, this leads to a crit-
ical trade-off between giveaway and throughput: by rejecting
items, the giveaway can be reduced. However, rejecting items
lowers the throughput, and may lead to a failure to comply
with the target throughput. Therefore, we consider the fol-
lowing problem setting. A grader produces retail batches with
a given target weight and target throughput. Each completed
retail batch has a fixed value, and all rejected weight is proc-
essed as bulk batches, which have a lower value per gram.
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The goal is to simultaneously achieve the target throughput
and maximize the overall revenue, by either allocating items
to a bin in the grader, or rejecting them.

The problem is relevant in practice, as the profit margins of
processing plants are decreasing and giveaway reduction is an
important avenue for cost reduction. For example, in a high-
end processing plant, each percentage of giveaway reduction
producing fillet batches is worth over a million Euro per year
in revenue. Grader algorithms used in practice are able to con-
trol the fraction of items allocated to retail batches, but cannot
control the throughput directly. It is challenging to achieve the
target throughput, as throughput and giveaway are conflicting
objectives, and the impact of the giveaway–throughput trade-
off on the total expected revenue is not fully understood.

To address these challenges, we formulate a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) model capturing the trade-off
between giveaway and throughput. For a special case of the
problem with a single bin and no throughput constraint, we
show that optimal policies have a threshold-type structure
on a subset of the state space. Due to the curse of dimen-
sionality, the MDP model cannot be solved for industry-
sized problems. In order to remedy this problem, a heuristic
algorithm is developed, that is capable of achieving a given
target throughput while minimizing the giveaway.

The heuristic introduced in this article is shown to be
competitive with the MDP formulation for small-sized prob-
lems. The developed algorithm significantly outperforms the
best-known heuristic, increasing revenue by up to 5% for
the same target throughput. Testing this algorithm on a
practically-relevant benchmark (provided by our industry
partner) shows an increased revenue in all studied settings.
In particular, our numerical analysis estimates that the

revenue can potentially be increased between 750,000 and
2,270,000 Euros per year. Lastly, the revenue is studied for
different target weights, throughput requirements, and rela-
tive values of bulk batches compared with retail batches. In
numerical experiments, we anticipate revenue improvements
up to 15% between different production settings, illustrating
the high sensitivity of revenue to the production setting.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, literature
relevant to this problem and the proposed algorithm are dis-
cussed. Next, Section 3 introduces the model describing the
grader, item weights, and performance measures. Section 4
discusses heuristic grader policies, and the proposed exten-
sion to setting a target throughput. Simulation experiments
are presented in Section 5, and our conclusions and recom-
mendations for future work are summarized in Section 6.

2. Literature

The grader considered in this article has the property that
products arrive one-by-one, products must be allocated or
rejected immediately, and the grader can add products to
batches in one of its bins. The problem of minimizing give-
away using such a batcher is known as an online K-bounded
bin-covering problem with rejection. Online refers to the
type of arrival process, K refers to the number of bins, and
the bin-covering problem refers to the challenge of minimiz-
ing the long-term average overfill (giveaway) per bin.

Packing problems such as the bin-covering problem have
been widely studied. Frequently, stylized off-line or unbounded
problems are considered, which permit sorting of items and
have an unlimited number of available bins. However, these
assumptions might not be realistic for most production set-
tings, as equipment and items have physical limitations. In this
context, heuristics are typically necessary to deal with practic-
ally-sized problems. Csirik et al. (2001) introduce and analyze
the Sum-of-Squares (SS) algorithm for bin covering that is
online and bounded. �Asgeirsson (2014) introduces a prospect
function to forecast the eventual giveaway of a bin and uses
this function to develop algorithms for the online and bounded
case. Similar to the prospect function, Peeters et al. (2017)
introduce an index policy to predict giveaway and control mul-
tiple graders in parallel. Some research considers bin-covering
problems with the option to reject items. Most algorithms
developed in this context require a partitioning of item weights
or an unbounded setting (D�osa and He, 2006; Correa and
Epstein, 2008). Lastly, Peeters et al. (2019) introduce a heuristic
based on an index function to control the throughput in an

Figure 1. Past and forecasted poultry consumption per year for selected
regions (OECD, 2017)

Figure 2. The batcher considered in this article.
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online and bounded setting. To the best of our knowledge, only
Peeters et al. (2019) consider a problem setting similar to ours.
However, Peeters et al. (2019) focus soley on developing a
heuristic solution, and conduct a simulation study to assess its
performance. In contrast, we build a stochastic optimization
model for an online bin-covering problem with rejection, and
exploit the structural properties of optimal policies. In addition,
we enhance the heuristic proposed by Peeters et al. (2019) and
study its performance both analytically and numerically.

Some studies employ exact methods such as Markov chains
to solve packing problems. For instance, Asgeirsson and Stein
(2006) and Asgeirsson and Stein (2009) utilize Markov chains
to predict giveaway in different system states, and use the infor-
mation to allocate products in their Min-Bin-State-Cost algo-
rithm. Both consider an online and bounded setting. Coffman
Jr et al. (1993) model the Best Fit algorithm as an infinite
multi-dimensional Markov chain to analyze its performance.
While online, Best Fit can only be used in an unbounded set-
ting. Finally, �Asgeirsson (2014) introduces an MDP formula-
tion of the online and bounded problem, and develops new
heuristics based on the resulting optimal policies. In the current
article, we continue the line of research of Asgeirsson and Stein
(2006, 2009); �Asgeirsson (2014); Peeters et al. (2017); Peeters
et al. (2019). They each study policies that utilize giveaway pre-
diction in the form of index-type policies.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

1. We study a practically-relevant problem of optimizing
batching and rejection decisions, and develop an MDP
formulation (and a corresponding Linear Program for-
mulation) for an online K-bounded bin-covering prob-
lem with rejection. Our model captures the salient
features of poultry processing operations, such as, the
trade-off between giveaway and throughput.

2. We analyze the structural properties of optimal policies, and
show that optimal policies have a switching-curve structure
under certain special cases (i.e., there exists a certain thresh-
old value on item weight and bin weight, such that, it is opti-
mal to only reject items when the system’s state exceeds these
thresholds). However, we show that this switching-curve
structure exists only for a subset of the state space (so called
closing-states) under a special case of the problem with a sin-
gle bin and no throughput requirement.1

3. To solve industry-size problems, we develop a heuristic
based on index policies. Our proposed heuristic
adopts dynamic rejection thresholds to manage the
giveaway–throughput trade-off. In addition, we prove that
the proposed heuristic achieves the target throughput.

4. We present an industry case study to illustrate the use
of the optimization approach and quantify its potential
impact on practice. In addition, numerical experiments
show that our proposed heuristic outperforms other
best-known heuristics (e.g., Peeters et al. (2019), and
current practice).

In summary, our models formalize our understanding on
the online bin-covering problem in the poultry processing
industry, and our results inform practitioners on the poten-
tial impact of the giveaway–throughput trade-off on the
long-term average revenue.

3. Model

This section describes the problem of controlling a grader,
and models the batching process. Section 3.1 provides a for-
mal description of the grader, which is used in Section 3.2
to introduce the MDP model and corresponding Linear
Program (LP) formulation. Structural results for the special
case of a single bin with no throughput constraint are pre-
sented in Section 3.3. A summary of notation used through-
out the paper is provided in online Appendix A.

3.1. Grader model

In practice, the grader is typically dedicated to a certain product
type (e.g., fillets). In this setting, the grader is tasked with allo-
cating items (e.g., fillets) to bins, or letting them pass to a bulk
batching station as follows. Items arrive on a conveyor belt at
the grader and are weighed to the nearest integer gram. The set
of observed weights is W ¼ fwmin,wmin þ 1, :::,wmaxg and
p(w) is the probability that a product weighs w grams. The
grader can place an arriving item in one of its K available bins
or reject it. Bins are labeled 1 through K, and the set of available
bins is K ¼ f1, 2, :::,Kg: When bins are filled to their target
weight B or more, they are emptied instantaneously (i.e., the
target weight for each bin is B, and hence, giveaway is obtained
when the weight of a bin exceeds the target weight B). The
weight in bin k 2 K is indicated as vk 2 V ¼ f0, 1, :::,B� 1g:
The interested reader can find a more detailed description of
the production process in Peeters et al. (2017).

Let l denote the average item weight and T the average
inter-arrival time of products. So l

T is the average weight
arriving per time unit. Suppose that the due date of an order
of Q batches with target weight B is D time units from now.
Then the long-term target throughput of batched weight per
time unit is Q�B

D , which should be less than l
T : This translates

to a target of batching a fraction q ¼ Q�B�T
D�l of the arriving

weight per time unit. Hence, the goal is to allocate or reject
items such that the revenue is maximized, under the condi-
tion that in the long term (at least) a fraction q of the arriv-
ing weight is batched. In Section 3.2, we present an MDP
formulation of this problem.

3.2. MDP model

To define the MDP model, we need to specify states,
actions, rewards and transitions. Decision epochs correspond
with the arrivals of items. State s ¼ ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ 2 S ¼
VK �W records the weights in all bins just before arrival of
an item as well as the weight of the arriving item. Action
a 2 f0g [ K denotes rejection of the arriving item if a¼ 0
and allocation of the item to bin a if a 2 K: The normalized

1When we relax our assumptions on special cases to capture other problem
configurations, numerical experiments indicate that optimal policies are
complex and do not exhibit a structural behavior.
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value of retail batches is 1 per gram and the normalized
value of rejected weight is rr per gram, where 0 < rr < 1:
The revenue for giveaway is zero, so the value of a batch of
size � B is equal to B. The revenue for batched weight is
incurred when the batch is completed. The reward of action
a in state s ¼ ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ is denoted by rðv1, :::, vK ,wjaÞ
and given by

rðv1, :::, vK ,wjaÞ ¼
0, if va þ w < B, and a 2 K,
B, if va þ w � B, and a 2 K,
rr � w, if a ¼ 0:

8<
:

The probability of making a transition from state s ¼
ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ to s0 ¼ ðv01, :::, v0K ,w0Þ when taking action a is
denoted by tðs0js, aÞ: This transition probability is given by

tðs0js, aÞ ¼ pðw0Þ, where s0 ¼ ðv1, :::, eðva þ wÞ, :::, vK ,w0Þ if a 2 K,

pðw0Þ, where s0 ¼ ðv1, :::, vK ,w0Þ if a ¼ 0,

(

(1)

where the function e(x) is defined as

eðxÞ ¼ x, x < B,
0, x � B:

�

The objective is to maximize the long-term average
reward per item, provided the throughput target is met. To
do so, we employ a LP formulation of the MDP (Derman,
1970). Let xsa denote the long-term average fraction of times
action a 2 A is taken in state s 2 S: To formulate the
throughput constraint we note that the average weight per
item allocated to the grader isX

s2S

X
a2K

xsa � w: (2)

The allocated weight can be divided into throughput
weight and giveaway. Throughput weight is defined as the
weight that is added to a batch below the target weight, and
giveaway is the weight that is added more than the
target weight of a batch. The long-term average giveaway
per item is X

s2S

X
a2K

xsa � gðva þ wÞ, (3)

where the giveaway function g(x) of a bin with weight x 2
W is specified as

gðxÞ ¼ 0, x � B,
x� B, x > B:

�
(4)

Subtracting giveaway (3) from the allocated weight (2)
yields the long-term average throughput weight per item.
The throughput constraint states that this should be greater
than or equal to a fraction q of the average item weight l,
in other wordsX

s2S

X
a2K

xsaðw� gðva þ wÞÞ � q � l

The LP formulation of the MDP now reads as follows:

max
x

X
s2S

X
a2A

rðsjaÞxsa (5a)

s:t:
X
a2A

xs0a �
X
s2S

X
a2A

tðs0js, aÞxsa ¼ 0, for all s0 2 S (5b)

X
s2S

X
a2A

xsa ¼ 1 (5c)

X
s2S

X
a2K

xsaðw� gðva þ wÞÞ � q � l (5d)

xsa � 0, for all s 2 S and a 2 A: (5e)

The objective of maximizing the long-term average
reward per item is expressed by (5a). Equations (5b) are the
balance equations. Equations (5c) and (5d) are the normal-
ization equation and the throughput constraint, respectively.

The above LP formulation may have no feasible solutions,
i.e., the target of batching a fraction q of the arriving weight
per unit may not be achievable. The LP problem below
determines the maximal achievable target throughput q� :

max
x

1
l

X
s2S

X
a2K

xsaðw� gðva þ wÞÞ (6a)

s:t:
X
a2A

xs0a �
X
s2S

X
a2A

tðs0js, aÞxsa ¼ 0, for all s0 2 S (6b)

X
s2S

X
a2A

xsa ¼ 1 (6c)

xsa � 0, for all s 2 S and a 2 A: (6d)

The following theorem presents a necessary and sufficient
condition for feasibility of the MDP.

Theorem 1. LP problem (5a)-(5e) has a feasible solution if
and only if q � q�:

Proof. LP problem (6a)-(6d) is feasible, since the balance
equations (6b) are feasible. Let x�sa denote the solution with
maximal target throughput q�: Then x�sa is a feasible solution
of (5b)-(5e) if q � q�: On the other hand, if q > q�, there
can be no feasible solution of (5b)-(5e), since this solution
would yield a target throughput exceeding q� which the
maximal throughput. w

3.3. Structural results

To study the structural properties of optimal policies, we
now consider a special case of the problem with a single bin
(K¼ 1) and no throughput constraint. We focus on this spe-
cial case because the theoretical analysis (Section 3.3) and
numerical experiments (Section 5.3) indicate that optimal
policies do not necessarily exhibit a structural behavior
(even for the special case with a single bin). All proofs are
available in online Appendix B.

To exclude that it is optimal to reject every arriving item,
we assume in this section that

ga > rrl, (7)

where ga is the average reward of the always-accept policy
and rrl is the average reward of the always-reject policy. Let
a�ðv,wÞ denote an optimal action in state (v, w). Next, we
derive structural properties of optimal actions in states
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(v, w) for which vþ w � B: Hereafter, these states will be
referred to as closing-states.

Theorem 2. For states (v, w) with vþ w � B there exist
w�ðvÞ such that a�ðv,wÞ ¼ 1 for w < w�ðvÞ, and a�ðv,wÞ ¼ 0
for w � w�ðvÞ:

For a given bin level v, Theorem 2 characterizes the struc-
tural properties of optimal policies for closing-states. In par-
ticular, Theorem 2 indicates that, for given bin level v, there
exists a threshold from which it is optimal to only reject items.
This makes sense: once it is profitable to reject an item, this is
also profitable for heavier items, as they result in the same
immediate reward B but lead to higher giveaway. The next
theorem is symmetrical to Theorem 2, stating that, for given
item weight w (instead of bin level v), there exists a threshold
from which it is optimal to only reject items.

Theorem 3. For states (v, w) with vþ w � B there exist
v�ðwÞ such that a�ðv,wÞ ¼ 1 for v < v�ðwÞ, and a�ðv,wÞ ¼ 0
for v � v�ðwÞ:

For closing-states (v, w) with vþ w � B, Theorems 2
and 3 indicate that rejection thresholds exist in both w and
v. From a practical perspective, this result means that opti-
mal policies have a switching-curve structure for closing-
states. A visual representation of optimal policies are pro-
vided in Figure 7 for a problem setting with a single bin
and no throughput constraint. As illustrated in Figure 7,
optimal policies have a switching-curve structure for clos-
ing-states, although it is hard to derive structural properties
on other parts of the state space.

In realistic settings, the state space of the MDP model
will be “too big” for numerical calculations, i.e., the size of
the state space is Bkðwmax � wmin þ 1Þ and the size of the
action space is kþ 1. Observe that the space space grows
exponentially in the number of bins k. For a standard indus-
try-size problem with K¼ 8 bins (as presented in Section 5),
the state space can easily reach a magnitude of 1022 states.
Consequently, we turn to efficient approximate methods for
online bin-covering problems. In Section 4, we present heur-
istic methods for controlling the grader with rejection.

4. Heuristic policies with rejection

Heuristic policies have been successfully used in bin-cover-
ing problems in a practical setting (�Asgeirsson, 2014; Peeters
et al., 2017, Peeters et al., 2019). In this section, we formally
describe policies that are typically used and motivate their
use in our specific setting. Then, these policies are extended
to allow for rejection of items.

First, we introduce some notation. For any allocation pol-
icy, the grader evolves as a Markov chain on state space S:
In the following we assume this Markov chain is irreducible.
After N items have been processed, the total throughput
weight is denoted as the random variable wb

N , the total give-
away as wg

N and the total rejected weight as wr
N : When item

Nþ 1 arrives with weight w 2 W and finds weights v1, :::, vK
in the K bins (so the Markov chain is in state
s ¼ ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ), these quantities are adapted depending

on whether item Nþ 1 is accepted (a 2 K) or rejected
(a¼ 0). Consistent with Peeters et al. (2019), this update
procedure is modeled in (8):

wb
Nþ1 ¼

wb
N þ ðw� gðva þ wÞÞ, if a 2 K,

wb
N , if a ¼ 0,

(

wg
Nþ1 ¼

wg
N þ gðva þ wÞ, if a 2 K,

wg
N , if a ¼ 0,

(

wr
Nþ1 ¼

wr
N , if a 2 K,

wr
N þ w, if a ¼ 0:

�
(8)

Let wN denote the total weight of the first N items. Then
we have:

wN ¼ wb
N þ wg

N þ wr
N : (9)

By defining the fraction of throughput weight �wb
N ¼

wb
N=wN , giveaway �wg

N ¼ wg
N=wN , and rejected weight �wr

N ¼
wr
N=wN , we obtain from (9) that:

1 ¼ �wb
N þ �wg

N þ �wr
N : (10)

Since the Markov chain is finite and irreducible, the time aver-
ages wb

N=N,wg
N=N and wr

N=N converge as N ! 1 with prob-
ability 1. Hence, also the long-term fraction of throughput weight
�wb¼ limN!1wb

N=wN , giveaway �wg ¼ limN!1wg
N=wN , and

rejected weight �wr¼ limN!1wr
N=wN exist and, by (10), satisfy

1¼ �wbþ �wgþ �wr: (11)

Clearly, the long-term average revenue per gram is �wb þ
rr � �wr, and the long-term average loss per gram is �wg þ
ð1� rrÞ � �wr: Below we describe heuristic policies that try to
minimize �wg

N provided �wb
N ! q as N ! 1:

4.1. Heuristic grader policies

This section introduces a type of heuristic policy that previ-
ously has been used to control poultry product batchers see
�Asgeirsson (2014); Peeters et al. (2017) and Peeters et al.
(2019). These types of policies are known as index policies,
and are modeled in (12)-(18) Peeters et al. (2017). Let func-
tion f(v) be the loss of a bin filled to level v � B and let ‘ðvÞ
be the expected loss of a bin with level v, assuming that the
bin is filled with items with weight distribution p(w). Hence,
‘ðvÞ can be calculated recursively as

‘ðvÞ ¼
f ðvÞ, v � B,

E ‘ðvþWÞ½ � ¼Pw2W pðwÞ‘ðvþ wÞ, v ¼ B� 1,B� 2, :::, 1,

8<
:

(12)

where the random variable W denotes the weight of an
arriving item. Index policies use the loss function ‘ðvÞ to
assign items to bins, attempting to minimize the long-term
giveaway. In this setting, �Asgeirsson (2014) proposes differ-
ential and ratio policies for selecting a policy-optimal bin
k�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ: These policies are specified in (13) and (14),
respectively:

k�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ ¼ arg max
k2K

f‘ðvkÞ � ‘ðvk þ wÞg, (13)
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k�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ ¼ arg max
k2K

‘ðvkÞ
‘ðvk þ wÞ
� �

: (14)

The corresponding policy-optimal value per state for the
differential and ratio policies are given by

‘�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ ¼ max
k2K

f‘ðvkÞ � ‘ðvk þ wÞg, (15)

‘�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ ¼ max
k2K

‘ðvkÞ
‘ðvk þ wÞ
� �

: (16)

A well-performing policy in �Asgeirsson (2014) is the ratio
policy using a PRospect Exponential loss function (PRE),
which is of the form

f ðvÞ ¼ 1� bv�B, v � B, (17)

where b is a discount factor between zero and one. Peeters
et al. (2019) apply the differential policy using a loss func-
tion of the following form:

f ðvÞ ¼ ðv� BÞa, v � B: (18)

This policy is referred to as the Index Policy with Power
function (IPP). Depending on the power a, giveaway can be
neglected (a¼ 0), discounted (0 < a < 1), considered dir-
ectly (a¼ 1), or amplified (a > 1). Peeters et al. (2019)
experimentally observe that the power a minimizing give-
away is always between zero and one. They use the follow-
ing iterative procedure to tune a. Initially set a ¼ 0:5 and
estimate the giveaway �wg through simulation. Step 1) is to
consider a6D1 with D1 ¼ 2�2: If either value yields lower
giveaway, update a to the one with lowest giveaway. Step 2)
is to consider a6D2 with D2 ¼ 2�3, and update a if it
improves upon the giveaway. The procedure is repeated
until the step size DA ¼ 2�ðAþ1Þ in step A is sufficiently
small. In the next section, index policies are extended to
allow for rejection of items.

4.2. Rejection threshold

An index policy assigns an arriving item to bin k� yielding
the highest reduction in expected loss ‘�, where k� and ‘�

are shorthand notations for k�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ and
‘�ðv1, :::, vK ,wÞ, respectively. Clearly, ‘� allows for a direct
comparison between states: states with high ‘� may be pref-
erable. Following this observation, ‘� can be used to decide
whether an item should be accepted or rejected. �Asgeirsson

(2014) applies this idea to control the number of accepted
items and introduces a rejection threshold R: an item is
accepted if ‘� � R, and rejected otherwise. Threshold R
indirectly controls both giveaway and fraction of allocated
items. Figure 3 illustrates the threshold R¼ 0 together with
index values minw2Wf‘ðvÞ � ‘ðvþ wÞg and maxw2Wf‘ðvÞ �
‘ðvþ wÞg for a discrete Normal item weight distribution
N Dð100, 15Þ (see Section 5.1).

Interestingly, Figure 3 shows that the range of index values
varies strongly. As a result, trial-and-error will be necessary to
determine a threshold R that yields the desired throughput, if
it exists. Moreover, Figure 3 suggests, by increasing the
threshold R, that the system may end up in a situation where
maxw2Wf‘ðviÞ � ‘ðvi þ wÞg < R for each bin i 2 K: So all
arriving items will be rejected, and the target throughput will
never be achieved. In order to prevent this situation and to set
the throughput target directly, we propose to dynamically
update the threshold. That is, let RN denote the threshold
value after having processed N items, then item Nþ 1 is
accepted and assigned to k� if ‘� � RN , and rejected other-
wise, and the threshold is updated as follows:

RNþ1 ¼
RN � C1 � gðvk� þ wÞ þ C2 � ðw� gðvk� þ wÞÞ, if aNþ1 ¼ k�,
RN � C1 � w, if aNþ1 ¼ 0,

(

(19)

where aNþ1 is the decision for item Nþ 1, and C1 and C2

are positive constants. Clearly, an item weight that contrib-
utes to the throughput is scaled by C2 and increases the
threshold, and an item weight that does not, is scaled by C1

and decreases the threshold. Below we first heuristically
argue how to choose the constants C1 and C2 such that the
target throughput q is achieved. From (19) we readily
obtain:

RN ¼ R0 � C1ðwg
N þ wr

NÞ þ wb
NC2,

where R0 is the initial threshold, and by substituting (9):

RN ¼ R0 � C1ðwN � wb
NÞ þ wb

NC2: (20)

The total change in threshold value after N items is

DRN ¼ RN � R0 ¼ �C1ðwN � wb
NÞ þ wb

NC2: (21)

Normalizing DRN by the total processed weight wN, yields
the threshold displacement per processed gram, which by
substitution of (11), can be written as

Figure 3. Maximum and minimum indexes per bin level v.
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D�RN ¼ DRN

wN
¼ �C1

ðwN � wb
NÞ

wN
þ C2

wb
N

wN

¼ �C1ð1� �wb
NÞ þ C2�w

b
N : (22)

As N ! 1, we obtain the long-term threshold displace-
ment per processed gram:

D�R ¼ �C1ð1� �wbÞ þ C2�w
b, (23)

assuming that the limit �wb exists. Clearly, if D�R > 0, then
RN ! 1 as N ! 1 and all items will be rejected, and if
D�R < 0, then RN ! �1 and no items will be rejected.
Hence, to be able to achieve the long-term target throughput
0 < q < 1, we have to impose D�R ¼ 0, yielding:

C2 ¼ C1
1
�wb

� 1

� �
: (24)

The goal of the grader policy is to achieve the target
throughput, �wb ¼ q: So we set

C1 ¼ C > 0, C2 ¼ C
1
q
� 1

� �
: (25)

If C1 and C2 satisfy (25), then we claim that, by using an
index policy with threshold RN updated according to (19),
the throughput converges to the target q. To support this
claim consider again (22). By substituting (25), we find that
after N items have been processed:

D�RN ¼ �Cð1� �wb
NÞ þ C

1
q
� 1

� �
�wb
N ¼ C

�wb
N

q
� 1

 !
: (26)

For the case where case �wb
N > q, it follows that D�RN > 0:

As a result, the threshold increases and fewer items will be
accepted. Similarly, if �wb

N < q, it follows that D�RN < 0: In
this case the threshold decreases, such that more items will
be accepted instead. In conclusion, if the throughput devi-
ates from the target, the threshold updates will attempt to
push it back.

To make this claim rigorous, note that the grader now
evolves as a Markov chain with states ðv1, :::, vK ,w,RÞ 2
S �R, where R is the set of possible values for the threshold
R. To obtain a countable set R, we make the (mild) assump-
tion that the target throughput q is a rational number. By
(25), this implies that C1 and C2 are also rational, provided C
is also chosen as a rational number, say C1 ¼ k1=n and C2 ¼
k2=n for some integers k1, k2, n: Then R consists of all grid
points :::, � 2

n , � 1
n , 0,

1
n ,

2
n , :::: Thus, the state space S �R is

an infinite strip of grid points. The state transitions are speci-
fied by (1) and (19). Since ‘� is bounded (as the weight distri-
bution is finite), it follows that in states ðv1, :::, vK ,w,RÞ with
R sufficiently large, items are always rejected and transitions
are directed to states with a smaller threshold. Thus, these
states are transient. However, to prevent the Markov chain
escaping to R ¼ – 1 (and no items will be rejected anymore),
we have to satisfy a mean drift condition (Neuts, 1995) that
states that the mean change of R in states ðv1, :::, vK ,w,RÞ with
R sufficiently small, is positive. More formally, the mean drift
condition states that, if

E �C1 � gðVk� þWÞ þ C2 � ðW � gðVk� þWÞÞ� �
> 0, (27)

then the Markov chain on the infinite strip S �R is stable.
In (27), the random variable W denotes the item weight and
Vk� is the random content of the bin to which the item is
allocated, in the finite Markov chain on S for the grader
with no rejection. Substituting (25) into (27), we get

q <
E W½ � � E gðVk� þWÞ� �

E W½ � ¼ 1� E gðVk� þWÞ� �
l

: (28)

Note that the right-hand side corresponds to the long-
term fraction of throughput weight for the grader with no
rejection. Hence, for the Markov chain with a dynamic
rejection threshold to be stable, the target q should be less
than the maximal achievable throughput. If this Markov
chain is stable, then indeed the limit �wb exists and D�R ¼ 0,
from which we can conclude, by (23), that �wb ¼ q:
Summarizing, we proved the following result.

Theorem 4. An index policy employing a rejection threshold
that is dynamically updated according to (19) achieves target
throughput q provided constants C1 and C2 satisfy (25) and q
satisfies (28).

This approach to equip an index policy with a rejection
threshold that is dynamically updated according to (19), is
summarized in Algorithm 1, which will be referred to as
index policy with Dynamic Rejection Threshold (DRT).

Algorithm 1. Index policy with Dynamic Rejection
Threshold (DRT).

Choose C > 0 and set C1, C2 according to (25). Initialize
threshold R0. Set N ¼ 0 and repeat the following steps:

1. Determine the policy-optimal value ‘� for item N þ 1
with weight w 2 W. If ‘� � RN go to Step 2. Otherwise
go to step 3.

2. Allocate item N þ 1 to bin k�. Empty this bin if vk� � B.
Calculate RNþ1 according to Equation (19). Set
N ¼ N þ 1. Return to step 1.

3. Reject item N þ 1. Calculate RNþ1 according to
Equation (19). Set N ¼ N þ 1. Return to step 1.

end.

The constant C scales the step size to adapt the rejection
threshold. The larger C, the larger the average step size. The
scheme proposed in Peeters et al. (2019) to dynamically
adapt the threshold assumes a fixed constant C¼ 1. In
Section 5, we will investigate through a simulation study the
effect of the choice of C on the giveaway �wg , throughput
�wb, and convergence to the target throughput q. For this
study we investigate different index policies in addition
to DRT.

5. Numerical results

In this section, we specifically aim to understand: (i)
whether DRT can manage the throughput–giveaway trade-
off; (ii) how DRT performs compared to the best known
algorithms from practice and literature as well as MDP; and
(iii) the impact of the production setting (target throughput,
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target weight, relative value of bulk batches) on the revenue.
In order to address these points, we first describe the set-
tings under which the experiments are performed. Then, we
investigate the behavior of DRT through a numerical study
performed in Matlab. In this study, the sensitivity of DRT to
the scale parameter C is tested first. The best known algo-
rithm in the literature is the Index Policy with Power func-
tion and Throughput target q (IPPT(q)) which is proposed
in Peeters et al. (2019), which utilizes the differential policy
of (13). We conduct a simulation study that compares DRT,
IPPT(q) and MDP under different settings. Finally, we
benchmark the revenue generated by using DRT against
results provided by our industrial partner, and we study the
impact of different production settings on the revenue.

5.1. Parameter and problem settings

The following settings are used in the numerical experiments. A
discretized Normal distribution is used to generate product
weights. That is, an item with weight w is sampled with probability

pðwÞ ¼ /ðwjl,r2ÞPwmax

x¼wmin
/ðxjl,r2Þ , w 2 W,

where /ðxjl, r2Þ is the density of the Normal distribution
with mean l and variance r2: In all experiments we use
l¼ 100, r¼ 15, wmin ¼ 1, and wmax ¼ 199: The discretized
Normal distribution is denoted as N Dðl, rÞ: The grader uses
K¼ 8 bins. �Asgeirsson (2014) showed that target weights that
are (close to) a multiple of the mean item weight (for
example, B¼ 300) generally yield low giveaway, and that the
opposite is true for target weights that are far from a multiple
of the mean item weight (such as B¼ 350). These cases are
referred to as easy and hard, respectively. In the experiments
we consider both easy and hard cases. Additionally, target
throughputs in the range of zero through one are studied.
Lastly, the relative value of bulk batches to retail batches per
gram is based on practice, and typically ranges from 0.7 to
0.9. In the experiments, target weight, target throughput, and
relative value of bulk batches are varied to illustrate the sensi-
tivity of the performance in terms of revenue.

As mentioned in the previous section, we equip DRT with
different index policies. In particular, we study IPP and PRE
with the differential policy (13) or ratio policy (14). For each
application of DRT we initialize R0 ¼ 0: Furthermore, DRT in

combination with an index policy has two important parame-
ters: the scale parameter C and the parameters a and b in the
loss functions (18) and (17) of IPP and PRE, respectively. For
given value of C, a or b are tuned to minimize giveaway in
A¼ 9 steps of the procedure described at the end of Section
4.1. In the next section we focus on how to tune the parameter
C. In every simulation run, the order size Q is fixed at 10,000
batches, corresponding to a large customer order. In other
words, items are generated until 10,000 batches are completed.

5.2. Parameter tuning

This section presents our findings regarding the impact of
the scale parameter C in DRT. For expository purposes we
have selected DRT in combination with IPP and a differen-
tial policy. Target weight B¼ 350, and target throughput
q¼ 0.5 are used in the analysis2. We investigate how �wb

N
changes per item N. The results for the first N¼ 1000 items
using C ¼ 10�4, 10�5, and 10�6 are plotted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 suggests that for all values of C the throughput
approaches the target q¼ 0.5. Convergence is faster for larger
values of C. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows that this behavior is
caused by increased sensitivity of the threshold with respect to
item allocations. Higher values of C result in higher variability
of RN. Most importantly, these figures suggest that DRT
indeed approaches the target throughput q as N gets suffi-
ciently large. So what prevents us from selecting an arbitrarily
large value of C? This question is answered in Figure 6, which
shows the absolute deviation from the target throughput
j�wb

N � qj (Figure 6(a)) and giveaway �wg
N (Figure 6(b)) for dif-

ferent values of C and different policies. In particular, we
study IPP and PRE with differential and ratio policies.

The data in Figure 6(a) presents a clear pattern, where
DRT is no longer able to achieve the target throughput for
small values of C. As observed in Figure 4, convergence to
the target throughput is slower for smaller values of C, sug-
gesting that there has been insufficient time for the algo-
rithm to converge. As a result, for smaller order sizes, the
minimal feasible value of C and corresponding giveaway
should be larger. However, deviations from the target
throughput occur much sooner for the ratio policies than
the differential policies, as the range of values obtained for

Figure 4. Throughput after N items.

2These values are chosen based on production data obtained from our
industry partners, and represent common industry practices.
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ratio policies is generally much greater. The disadvantage of
ratio policies is further compounded by their poor giveaway
performance for low values of C.

Instead, sensitivity of the giveaway of both differential
policies is low from C ¼ 10�7 through C ¼ 10�5, where the
deviation from the target throughput is small. We conclude
that differential policies outperform ratio policies, with min-
imal difference between IPP and PRE. Due to their similar
hallmarks, we proceed with DRT equipped with IPP utiliz-
ing a differential policy, although PRE appears equally suit-
able. In the following, we will simply refer to this
combination of DRT and IPP as DRT. Finally, note that the
value of the PRE differential policy for C¼ 1 corresponds to
the peformance of the IPPT(q). We conclude that employing
DRT leads to a substantial giveaway reduction of almost 2.4
percentage points when using C ¼ 10�7 with an IPP differ-
ential policy, illustrating the added value of DRT.

Based on these findings, we propose the following pro-
cedure to tune C. The idea is to set C as small as possible
(for minimal giveaway), while still achieving the target
throughput. The initial value of C is taken to be one, as

Figure 6 suggests that this value achieves fast convergence to
the target throughput. Subsequently, C is progressively
decreased by division of 10 (to limit calculation time) as
long as the permitted deviation d from the target throughput
is not violated. This procedure is used to conduct the
remaining experiments, where tolerance d is taken to be
0.1% of the target throughput q.

5.3. Numerical analysis of small-scale problems

In this section, we numerically explore the structure of the
optimal policy for the single bin problem K¼ 1, and com-
pare the performance of the DRT and IPPT(q) algorithms
against the optimal solution produced by the MDP model.

5.3.1. Structural analysis
First, we consider a special case with K¼ 1 and no target
throughput requirement, which has been studied in Section
3.3. The optimal policy is obtained by the value iteration
algorithm (Puterman, 2014). For a specific problem instance

Figure 5. Value of threshold after N items.

Figure 6. Sensitivity of various policies to C.
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with K¼ 1, B¼ 350 and normalized revenue of rejected
weight rr ¼ 0:8 per gram, Figure 7 shows the optimal
actions in states (v, w). The closing-states (i.e., states (v, w)
where v þ w ¼ B) have been marked white for clarity.

We observe from Figure 7 that optimal policies do not
have a simple structure. Only in the area of closing-states
(as marked white in Figure 7), do we see that the optimal
policy is characterized by a switching curve. This insight
aligns with Theorems 2 and 3. However, Figure 7 shows
that optimal policies do not have a structure for non-clos-
ing-states. Therefore, Figure 7 illustrates that structural
insights cannot be easily derived for non-closing states, even
when we consider a special case with single bin and no
throughput requirement. These observations also substanti-
ate the analytical difficulty and practical challenges associ-
ated with our problem setting.

5.3.2. Performance of heuristics
Next, we benchmark DRT and IPPT(q) against the optimal
solution obtained by the constrained MDP in Section 3.2. In
addition, the solution (OPT) of the unconstrained MDP is
determined to quantify the impact of the throughput con-
straint on the revenue. The constrained MDP is solved to
optimality using LP solver in Matlab. and the unconstrained
version is solved by value iteration. In order to keep the
solution time tractable, a small-scale problem is considered.

We take K¼ 1, and the target weights and item sizes are
scaled down with a factor 10 compared with the previously
considered problem instances. Specifically, we consider batch
sizes B¼ 30 and 35, and item weights w 	 N Dð10, 1:5Þ: The

maximum and minimum item weights are taken to be
wmax ¼ 19 and wmin ¼ one: respectively. Under these set-
tings, the standard deviation of the discretized distribution
deviates less than 10�8 from r. Furthermore, both rr ¼ 0:7
and 0.9 are considered. The target throughput is varied
from q¼ 0 through q¼ 0.8 in steps of 0.1. A total of 10,000
batches are completed per parameter settings for both DRT
and IPPT(q).

Figure 8 shows that the optimal revenue per gram is
lower for the hard case B¼ 35 than for the easy one B¼ 30.
Additionally, for all algorithms, the revenue is increasing in
the target q, which is as expected, since batched weight
(with little giveaway) is more valuable than rejected weight.
Furthermore, the difference in revenue between the MDP
solution and DRT is negligible, as it is less than 0.0022 in all
cases. However, there is a significant gap between IPPT(q)
and DRT, illustrating the impact of tuning the scale param-
eter C on the revenue.

The second instance with higher value of rejected weight
(rr ¼ 0:9) is presented in Figure 9. We observe that the rev-
enue curves are no longer strictly increasing and the fraction
of accepted weight maximizing revenue is smaller than in
Figure 8. Again DRT performs close to MDP, with the dif-
ference in revenue staying below 0.0026. For all algorithms,
the revenue per gram is significantly higher than in case
rr ¼ 0:7: For example, the gap in revenue between the MDP
curves in Figures 8 and 9 ranges from 0.023 to 0.2. Lastly, it
is concluded that DRT significantly outperforms IPPT(q) in
all experiments.

In conclusion, for small-scale problems, DRT results in
near-optimal performance in all settings, and significantly

Figure 7. Optimal action per state a�ðv,wÞ for K¼ 1, B¼ 350, and rr ¼ 0:8:

Figure 8. Revenue per gram for rr ¼ 0:7, and B¼ 30 (left) and 35 (right).
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outperforms IPPT(q) in terms of revenue. Next, we will
study DRT in a case study.

5.4. Managerial insights: An industry case study

In this section, we perform experiments and case studies to
provide insight for managers. Specifically, DRT is bench-
marked against the algorithm currently used in practice to
quantify the room for improvement. Insight into the trade-
off between throughput and giveaway is obtained through
additional experimentation. Lastly, sensitivity of the revenue
with respect to different production settings in terms of
flock, order, and revenue values are studied.

First, the performance of DRT is benchmarked in a prac-
tical setting. Our industrial partner provided us with simula-
tion results of their state-of-the-art batcher. Algorithms
currently used in practice are not capable of controlling the
throughput, but solely control the fraction of items allo-
cated. Hence, to get a fair comparison, the achieved
throughputs from the benchmark case are used as target
throughput in DRT. Additionally, DRT is tested with the
item weight distribution and target weights from our indus-
trial partner. In particular, for a grader with K¼ 8 bins,
10,000 items are generated using a N Dð100, 15Þ distribution,
varying the target throughput and using target weights
B¼ 300 and 350, respectively.

DRT outperforms the benchmark in all settings. As shown
in Figure 10, for the case B¼ 300, up to 0.015 more revenue
per gram can be achieved. Also shown in Figure 10 is that for
the case B¼ 350, the increase in revenue per gram ranges
from approximately 0.01 to 0.02. To illustrate the impact of
such a reduction, consider the following setting. A plant proc-
esses 15,000 broilers per hour for 16 hours per day. The plant
is operational for 300 days per year, the average broiler weight
processed is 1500 grams and the total fillet weight per broiler
is 25% or 375 grams (Peeters et al., 2017), all broilers are proc-
essed into fillets, and the value of fillets is 4 Euro per kilogram.
In such a case, an increase of 0.01 in the normalized revenue
per gram represents a revenue increase of 1,080,000 Euro in
fillets alone. This translates to yearly cost savings of between
750,000 and 2,270,000 Euro when using DRT over the bench-
mark. Moreover, implementation costs of DRT are relatively
low, since only modifications in the allocation software
are required.

Second, we study the relation between algorithm per-
formance and the target weight. Figure 11 shows the give-
away of IPP without target throughput at different target
weights after 10,000 bins are filled. The performance of IPP
is used as baseline to generate target throughputs for the
DRT algorithm, each of which are mentioned in the legend.
Specifically, the target throughput of DRT is set to 75% and
50% of IPP throughput at each target weight, and the target
weight is varied from 200 to 500 in steps of 10.

Figure 9. Revenue per gram for rr ¼ 0:9, and B¼ 30 (left) and 35 (right).

Figure 10. Revenue per gram for the benchmark and DRT for B¼ 300 and 350.

Figure 11. Giveaway per gram for different target weights.
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Figure 11 shows that, for all algorithms, the giveaway is
relatively low for target weights that are a multiple of the
mean item weight, and relatively high for target weights
that are in between these values (illustrating the easy and
hard cases). Furthermore, the overall level of giveaway
decreases at higher target weights: more combinations of
items can be made in larger bins, providing algorithms
more flexibility to reduce giveaway. When the target
throughput is lowered to 75% of the baseline, a significant
giveaway reduction can be observed. DRT achieves close-to-
zero giveaway around target weights that are a multiple of
the mean product weight, as well as at target weights of 400
grams or higher. An additional giveaway reduction is
achieved when only 50% of the baseline throughput is
required, achieving negligible giveaway at all target weights
except around B¼ 250. Figure 12 shows the corresponding
revenue for rr ¼ 0:7 and 0.9.

Figure 12 illustrates the revenue for different target
throughputs. There is a strong relationship between revenue
and normalized revenue of rejected weight. For rr ¼ 0:7, the
baseline algorithm generates a higher revenue for all target
weights. All algorithms obtain a relatively high revenue for
target weights yielding low giveaway. When the value of
rejected weight is increased to rr ¼ 0:9, a completely differ-
ent picture is observed. Lower target throughputs (and thus
more rejected weight) yield a higher revenue in cases where
IPP yields high giveaway. Poultry plants have reported target
weights towards the lower end of the studied setting. The
potential gain in revenue for different throughput targets at
these lower target weights strongly depends on rr. For the
case rr ¼ 0:7, a different production setting can yield up to
0.15 additional revenue per gram. For the case rr ¼ 0:9, this
number changes to 0.06 per gram.

For plant managers, it is interesting to consider the above
results in their production strategy. If their production set-
ting changes, it is important to understand the ramifications
in terms of revenue. Below, a number of different options
and their impact on the revenue are discussed:

1. Suppose a customer demands batches with higher target
weights B, which also corresponds to a higher through-
put q. Figure 12(a) indicates that this change yields
higher revenue if rr is low, but Figure 12(b) shows that
this potential gain strongly depends on how much B
changes in case rr is high.

2. Suppose the target throughput q is increased, because a
customer demands more batches. The revenue increases
if rr is low (see Figure 12(a)), or if both rr and the

target weight B are high, as can be seen in the right
part of Figure 12(b).

3. Suppose the target throughput is decreased, because a
customer demands fewer batches. The revenue only
increases if both rr and giveaway are high, as indicated
by Figures 11 and 12(b).

To conclude, DRT equipped with IPP converges to the
target throughput in all cases presented, and yields low
giveaway by tuning the scale parameter C. This indicates
that DRT is capable of managing the throughput–giveaway
trade-off well. Second, numerical experiments for small-
scale problems show that the structure of the optimal pol-
icy is complicated and that DRT achieves near-optimal per-
formance and significantly outperforms IPPT(q). Third, we
have seen that DRT outperforms the algorithm currently
used in practice in a wide range of realistic problem set-
tings for the industry. Lastly, the revenue per gram of proc-
essed weight appears to be sensitive to the relative value of
weight processed as bulk batches, target throughput, and
target weight.

6. Conclusions and future work

This article studies a problem relevant to the poultry proc-
essing industry. Retail customers order batches with a given
target weight for which they pay a fixed price, and impose a
target throughput on poultry processing plants. Additional
weight in these batches is not paid for by retailers, and
thereby results in giveaway. Weight that is not used in mak-
ing retail batches is rejected to a batching process that cre-
ates bulk batches, which are worth less per weight compared
with retail batches. Operating under this target throughput,
the goal of poultry processing plants is to maximize the rev-
enue by minimizing the giveaway.

This problem is formulated as an MDP. In a special case
of the problem with single bin and no throughput con-
straint, we derived structural results for states where item
allocation immediately results in a filled bin. In particular,
we identified that optimal policies have a switching-curve
structure under certain conditions. Since the MDP model is
computationally intractable for industry-sized problems, we
introduced a new heuristic algorithm called DRT, using a
dynamically updated rejection threshold.

The performance of DRT was investigated in a numerical
study. For small-scale problems, DRT appeared to perform
close to optimal. In addition, a case study was performed,
where DRT was benchmarked against simulation results

Figure 12. Revenue per gram for different target throughputs.
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provided by our industrial partner. Numerical experiments
showed a significant improvement under all studied settings.
In particular, for a realistic setting obtained from our indus-
try partner, numerical experiments anticipated a revenue
increase of up to 2% (which translates to millions per year)
through the use of DRT.

Using insights from the numerical analysis, managers will
be able to identify their current production setting and
make informed decisions about future changes. Specifically,
when customers request changes in the production setting
in terms of target weight, target throughput, or relative value
of bulk compared with retail batches, managers will be able
to identify and quantify the expected outcome. As a future
work, it will be interesting to investigate whether DRT can
be adapted to other optimization problems where rejection
is an option, such as bin-packing or knapsack problems. As
another direction for future research, machine learning
models could be trained to predict the item weight distribu-
tion on a rolling horizon.
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